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We have fled MySpace and now we tweet and friend

& American Life Project study, 75% of all American

on Facebook. We blog, tumble, StumbleUpon,

adults are active in voluntary groups or organizations,

digg, reddit and visit Groupon. We Flickr pictures,

and social media users are even more likely to do so.

vimeo Flip videos and check in with Foursquare.

In fact, 82% of social network users and 85% of Twitter

We diligently update our LinkedIn profile and polish

users are group participants. Geoff Livingston of

our About.com posting. Confused? You needn’t be.

Mashable.com predicts that “thanks to social media,

“Social media pull away the Wizard of Oz curtain to

the number of campaigns that joined brands with

reveal true brand values, benefits and honest customer

causes to donate a portion of proceeds hit a new

expectations,” writes Toby Bloomberg on the website

high last year.”

Social Media Marketing. “Relationships rule.”

“The rules for marketers have fundamentally

So, get out there and rule! “If 2010 was the year

changed,” says Dan Greenberg of Forbes. “You can

when many brands finally asked whether they

put ads on websites, but you can’t put ads on people.

could afford to try social,” writes Ciaran Norris on

The challenge now is to produce content — not ads

searchengineland.com, “2011 will be the year where

— that can create connections between people [and

we’ll be asking them whether they can afford not

drive more retweets]. In this environment, forward-

to.” Indeed. According

thinking advertisers are shifting budgets toward

to eMarketer, U.S.
companies will spend
$3.08 billion this year
to advertise on social
networking sites, a 55%
increase from last year,
and that number is

“

According to eMarketer,
U.S. companies will spend
$3.08 billion this year
to advertise on social
networking sites...

predicted to grow to $4 billion next year.

”

But social media are not just about brand recognition

social strategies that center on creating content
that’s likely to be shared.”
Gloria Feldt, a political and social activist, speaker
and author, uses social media and her blog to
advocate her feminist agenda to reach as many
women as she possibly can. “I use social media as
my water cooler. Recently, I’ve been involved in a
totally social media-driven effort to get parity for
women speakers at the annual TED conference.

and pushing a product. They are fun for individuals

It has been amazingly effective at connecting a

too, and they also offer tremendous public relations

core group of big-thinking activist women who are

impact for non-profits and social or political campaigns.

working collaboratively across continents, time zones

According to a recent Pew Research Center’s Internet

and professions,” she says. “And since my book
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“No Excuses: 9 Ways Women Can Change How We

As a political tool, social media have become

their campaigns that [they] are missing out on an

population on Facebook and social media sites are

opportunity that is limitless.”

people over 55, however, “catering to what that

Think About Power” came out, I have relied heavily

invaluable. “[They] have really allowed for an increased

on [Facebook and Twitter] to promote book events

following in many non-profits and advocacy groups,”

NYWICI Board Member Kendra Bracken-Ferguson,

and to let people know what’s going on.” But she

Eunic says. “Facebook started the ‘Causes’ section of

Co-Founder and Managing Director of Digital Brand

Monica Hesse muses in The Washington Post

admits that social media both please and overwhelm

their site, which really brought to light the other side

Architects, a social media consultancy, says that

whether we will one day be able “to measure age

her at the same time.

of what social media could be. It was no longer just a

her company is constantly engaging online

by a person’s social networks, the way one does with

place for teens and

influencers through social media tools and channels.

trees and their bark rings: ‘Here we have a specimen

college students.

After all, she says, “what is a communications,

who speaks MySpace, Facebook and Gowalla,

Now it’s turned

marketing or advertising strategy without social

but apparently stopped before Formspring’.”

into a world

media?” But she adds, “I am definitely pleased —

What’s next? Social media will permeate into even

allowing different

but I have my moments of being overwhelmed.”

more areas of our life. They may even become the norm

communities to talk

And as the lines blur between traditional media,

and lose their “new media” allure. Various platforms

about their passions

digital communications and social media outreach,

will connect and interact to forge new communities

and goals for a

social media continue to evolve and change.

and networks. Geolocation-driven networks, like

Relying on social media alone to further activist
platforms can quickly become counterproductive,
however. According to Gloria, social media are great
“for getting the word out, but in many instances,

“

pressing the ‘like’ or ‘comment’ buttons gives people
the illusion of activism for a cause when really they
have done nothing that will further it.”

I am constantly connected
to multiple outlets on
multiple levels. It is literally
my lifeline to the world.
— Eunic Ortiz

Fellow NYWICI member Eunic Ortiz is a Senior

”

Account Executive at Fleishman Hillard but previously

better tomorrow. With social media, we have seen

“Keeping up with it can be quite challenging,

Foursquare, and mobile apps will surge. “Our social

was Web, Digital and Social Media Manager and

videos go viral overnight, topics trend in minutes

entertaining, rewarding and frustrating all in one,”

media outreach has nowhere to go but up,” summarizes

Press Officer to the New York City Council and

and a link take over our news feed in seconds — all of

admits Kendra.

Eunic. “We all have to be on the balls of our feet,

Speaker Christine Quinn. Eunic uses social media

which have the potential of reaching millions. This has

in almost every aspect of her life: “I am constantly

changed the mindset of how an advocacy group

“I am an old dog and just want to learn so many

connected to multiple outlets on multiple levels.

should think in terms of outreach. I would say to an

new tricks,” quips Gloria. She admits, however, that

It is literally my lifeline to the world.”

advocacy group who doesn’t utilize social media in

she doesn’t receive her tweets or Facebook feeds

Are there generation gaps in using social media?

on her Blackberry or by e-mail “because it is too

Web 2.0 & Social Media Timeline — The Past Decade
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generation needs and wants is vital,” says Eunic.

distracting whereas younger people can manage 45
things going on at once.” Since the largest-growing

ready to jump on this very fast-moving train.”
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